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In this first book in the Feng Shui Mystery series, we are introduced to Feng Shui practitioner
Salome Waterhouse, her eclectic family, the lovely coastal village of Holyrood-By-The-Sea, a
spectacular old mansion, and Feng Shui itself, all accomodated by the murder of a local artist.
Using her Feng Shui skills, Salome subtly assists in the investigation.
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recoiled from the sight of Palmer Fordham’s battered body, the once finely formed torso and
handsome face reduced to a thick stew of blood and pulp. For an instant she wondered if she’d
been set up, had walked in on a joke. His Halloween parties were legendary, this old mansion
the perfect venue for staging the macabre. But it was now nearly the end of January and the
corpse she’d stumbled upon all too real. She shivered as morning fog slipped in silently through
the French doors and under the curtains behind her.Pulling her eyes off the corpse, she glanced
around the shadowy, two-story living room absorbing details, straining to hear any sound, aware
that besides the corpse, she might not be alone. An eternity seemed to pass as she stood frozen
in place, eyes searching for some clue as to who might have murdered the well-known
artist.Finally, when the dead stillness became unbearable, she spun around and left the way
she’d entered, through the tall French doors, the diaphanous curtains swaying in her wake.In the
short time she’d been in the house, the fog had slithered out of the nearby trees and now
shrouded the veranda in what appeared to be old, tattered chiffon. She passed through it
heading for the clear green patch of lawn on a slight rise, feeling as if she’d been transported
into someone else’s nightmare.In the east, spikes of amber and pink sunlight shot through dark,
turgid clouds heralding the coming storm. She finally started breathing again when she felt grass
cushion her footsteps, unaware of the single trail of bloody footprints marking her passage
across the veranda, now diminishing to beads of crimson on the dewy lawn. She finally stopped
at the fence about a foot from a sheer seventy-foot drop. Below, a narrow roadway wound
around the promontory.The flat gray bay spread out before her. To her left and past the nearby
creek the village of Holyrood-by-the-Sea still slumbered beneath its blanket of fog. Behind her
loomed the grand Spanish-style mansion and a terraced garden that rose about fifty feet to the



circular drive at the front.
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been set up, had walked in on a joke. His Halloween parties were legendary, this old mansion
the perfect venue for staging the macabre. But it was now nearly the end of January and the
corpse she’d stumbled upon all too real. She shivered as morning fog slipped in silently through
the French doors and under the curtains behind her.Pulling her eyes off the corpse, she glanced
around the shadowy, two-story living room absorbing details, straining to hear any sound, aware
that besides the corpse, she might not be alone. An eternity seemed to pass as she stood frozen
in place, eyes searching for some clue as to who might have murdered the well-known
artist.Finally, when the dead stillness became unbearable, she spun around and left the way
she’d entered, through the tall French doors, the diaphanous curtains swaying in her wake.In the
short time she’d been in the house, the fog had slithered out of the nearby trees and now
shrouded the veranda in what appeared to be old, tattered chiffon. She passed through it
heading for the clear green patch of lawn on a slight rise, feeling as if she’d been transported
into someone else’s nightmare.In the east, spikes of amber and pink sunlight shot through dark,
turgid clouds heralding the coming storm. She finally started breathing again when she felt grass
cushion her footsteps, unaware of the single trail of bloody footprints marking her passage
across the veranda, now diminishing to beads of crimson on the dewy lawn. She finally stopped
at the fence about a foot from a sheer seventy-foot drop. Below, a narrow roadway wound
around the promontory.The flat gray bay spread out before her. To her left and past the nearby
creek the village of Holyrood-by-the-Sea still slumbered beneath its blanket of fog. Behind her
loomed the grand Spanish-style mansion and a terraced garden that rose about fifty feet to the
circular drive at the front.Feeling a little dizzy, she gripped the top slat of the fence with both
hands. The action made her aware that sometime in the last few moments she’d dropped her
briefcase. She started to turn, but stopped. No way was she going back. Abruptly, she patted the
pockets of her long black robe, a garment similar to a priest’s cassock, and sighed in relief when
she felt the little cell phone always kept it in her pocket during a consultation. Under the
circumstances, she excused herself for a certain amount of confusion as to its whereabouts.She
called the home of Holyrood’s chief of police, her cousin, Phyllis Waterhouse. Instead of
soothing her, Phyl’s groggy voice only added to the rich mix of sensations, stirring up a lifetime of
petty, unresolved quarrels. Still, had she simply called 911 she could expect to be chastised for
not calling her cousin directly.“Are you in the house?” Phyl asked.“No, on the lawn by the
cliff.”“You see or hear anyone in the vicinity?” Phyl asked.“No, everything’s quiet.”“Stay put. And
don’t go back to the scene. I’ll be right there.”Salome returned the phone to her right pocket then
raised her hands to gut level, palms up, the left hand covering the right. With her thumbs nearly
touching, she began to chant the heart calming mantra to prepare herself for the upcoming
confrontation. Life was over for Palmer Fordham but, for the living, the effects of his murder were
just beginning.“Gatay, gatay, para gatay, para sam gatay, bodhi swaha...”Silhouetted against the
dawn-tinted pewter sky, Salome appeared to be little more than an inky stroke from an Asian
calligrapher’s brush. At least that was the image conjured by the one person watching.Just
before sunrise, Salome had begun her day by chanting the same heart calming meditation nine



times, the first step in priming herself for the upcoming feng shui consultation. So ingrained were
the words and timing, she automatically stopped after the ninth chant.She ate some fruit,
showered, dusted her angular cheekbones with blusher, added maroon lipstick then twisted her
shiny black mane into a bun. Though middle-aged, she had no gray. Her Japanese-American
mother hadn’t sprouted gray until her mid-seventies.Moving into the adjacent dressing room,
she pulled one of several identical “uniforms” from the closet. Of her own design, the black robe
was of a lightweight wool and silk blend and had a stiff Chinese collar, black satin frogs securing
the bodice, long tight sleeves, a full, ankle-length skirt and two roomy pockets.While securing
the frogs, she slipped on a pair of butter soft black leather walking shoes with lightly pebbled
interiors and thick soles. Now in her fifth year as a feng shui practitioner, she knew well the
importance of comfortable footwear as she spent most of the consultation on her feet.Of the
many practitioners she knew—and their numbers were burgeoning as feng shui caught on in the
U.S. and Europe—all wore western attire. But she believed that dressing like the ancient
Chinese practitioners augmented both her credibility and clients’ respect for her knowledge and
advice.Finally, she strapped on a small watch, a black and white tai chi, or yin yang symbol, on
the face. It was 7:01 a.m. and the appointment was for 7:30. Enough time to walk to the
consultation.Salome left her cliff-side cottage via the patio, locked the slider then dropped the
keys into the lightweight black leather briefcase containing her varied and unusual tools. She’d
taken but a few steps when dread broke into her calm. The client’s celebrity didn’t bother her a
number of her clients were famous—but the circumstances surrounding this particular
consultation, and indeed, the venue itself, did.During his five-year tenancy, Salome had had no
reason to visit her tenant, Palmer Fordham, nor the mansion. Since she wintered in Holyrood
from late October until March, she always received an invitation to his Halloween parties but had
never attended believing it unwise to socialize with a tenant. Then, three days ago, a padded
envelope arrived sporting a local postmark but no return address. Inside were two thousand
dollars cash and a sheet of ordinary paper with typed instructions. She was to appear at the
Perfume Mansion on this date at seven-thirty a.m. for a feng shui consultation. Do not call ahead.
This is to be a surprise birthday gift, the mysterious sender concluded.She took a calming breath
of the cool morning air and glanced out past the neat lawn to Monterey Bay. In the still dawn,
with hardly a ripple on the surface, the water resembled a sheet of metal able to support anyone
wanting to walk across it to the misty blue headlands to the south. Feeling steadier, she crossed
the patio then followed the curving path of nine stepping-stones imbedded in the grass to the
redwood arbor where a little wind chime with five prongs hung motionless. She gave it a swat as
she passed through to Sea Horse Lane, enjoying the brief tinkling sound that broke the
quiet.Just as she was rounding the high shrubbery at the intersection of Sea Horse Lane and
Dolphin Way, she and an early morning jogger nearly collided.“Salome! Good morning,” Janelle
Phillips said brightly.“Good heaven’s, Janelle, you nearly knocked me down!”“Sorry. Maybe I
should install headlights and a horn.”Janelle’s thick blonde ponytail swung from side to side as
she jogged in place. At nearly six feet, she topped Salome by about six inches. Despite the cold,



she wore a pink sports bra, fuchsia spandex shorts and white running shoes. Though probably
in her mid-forties, she looked just north of thirty, a testament to the staying power of a former
Miss America contender with access to the best cosmetic surgeons in the country.Just last
month Salome performed her services on the four bedroom “hideaway” Janelle and her oil baron
husband used whenever they tired of Houston’s heat and humidity and wanted the more bracing
air common to the central Pacific coast.“You off to a consultation?”Being a client entitled Janelle
to a bit more than a curt good-bye.But before Salome could reply, Janelle exclaimed, “You won’t
believe this—but of course you will—Tommy puts the toilet seat and lid down after he pees!
Twenty years I’ve been tryin’ to get him to do that and you made it happen. Hope you’re ready to
travel, honey, ‘cause I told all my friends in Texas about you. Don’t worry, though, I haven’t
breathed a word about the toilet secret. Let them pay for it.”Salome had to smile. What Janelle
called the “toilet secret” had probably done more to increase her client base than any of the
many house enhancements in her repertoire. Her female clients invariably passed the word that
Salome Waterhouse had the answer to the age-old problem of how to get men to put down the
toilet seat and lid.“Must be good money in fing shuey,” Janelle went on, mangling the words.
“Since you can afford to live up here and all. Maybe I should take it up—just in case Tommy’s
wells dry up.”“It’s pronounced fung shuway,” Salome corrected, finally able to get a word in. But
she didn’t have time for a chat.“Fung shuway,” Janelle repeated slowly without a trace of
embarrassment.“Well, I’d best be going,” Salome said already moving away. “Have a good
—”“Maybe I could stop by, get the name of a school or somethin’,” Janelle called out.“Yes, do
that.” Salome increased the speed and length of her stride.“Fog’s rollin’ into the village—if you’re
headed that way.”Without turning, Salome lifted her hand and waved. While always a talker,
Janelle seemed somewhat manic this morning, her eyes unnaturally bright as if she’d taken a
stimulant. But Salome didn’t know her that well and could be she was projecting her own unease
onto the other woman.Janelle watched Salome until she disappeared around the next corner
onto Starfish Lane.In a few moments, Salome reached the overlook marking the western
boundary of the Bluff as this residential section of Holyrood was known. Set among wild
rosemary, lavender and dainty primroses were several benches from which to enjoy an
unobstructed view of Holyrood-by-the-Sea’s natural and man-made attractions. Nearby, steep
concrete steps provided a shortcut down to the village.Just below was the Sebastian Theater
and beyond it, the wharf that stretched out into the bay, a restaurant and boathouse at the
end.Like a natural amphitheater, the village itself swept up from the wide crescent of beach to
Holyrood church on Holyrood Hill. Close to shore were expensive beachfront restaurants, art
galleries, vintage lodgings and quaint shops. Further back were the whimsical cottages nestled
in the trees and shrubs that seemed to have been transported from the pages of a fairy tale. Built
early in the twentieth century, they defined the character of Holyrood.As Janelle mentioned,
morning fog rolled from the sea all the way up to the church green. On sunny days and clear
nights one could imagine elves and fairies cavorting around the storybook houses and shops. In
fog, though, one’s imagination turned to more sinister beings—trolls, witches and evil-spirited



imps.Salome paused for a moment, her gaze traveling across roof and tree tops to the Perfume
Creek so named for a cannery that long ago stunk up its shores. Wisps of fog spiraled off the
surface. On the steep opposite bank, fat acacias, stylishly slim eucalypts and sturdy pines
shielded most of the solitary Spanish mansion from sight. But from her vantage point, Salome
could see the red-tiled roof and top floor windows, which reflected the orangery-pink dawn light,
shinning like sheets of copper. This was the Perfume Mansion, so named because of proximity
to the creek, a property she inherited from her grandfather, Joshua Waterhouse, one of
Holyrood’s founding fathers.An incident in childhood had left her with an unshakeable—and
what some thought, unreasonable—fear of the place. On her seventh birthday, while exploring
the Perfume’s underground rooms, she and her cousin Phyllis had become separated. Alone,
Salome stumbled into a chamber that appeared to be filled with screaming children. Terrified,
she’d blindly fled and somehow ended up in the Perfume Creek. She might have drowned had
Phyllis not heard her thrashing and sputtering and dragged her out of the water and up onto the
creekside walkway. She’d begged her parents and grandparents to look for the room with the
frightened children but her grandfather sternly refused. He had built the mansion and declared
that no such room existed—except in her imagination.The Perfume was also, on this morning,
her destination. Last night while studying the mansion’s blueprints in preparation for the
consultation, she’d felt the old fear stirring even though nothing on paper indicated a hidden
room. Since inheriting the mansion when her grandfather died, she’d been in the subterranean
chambers a few times, always in the company of the housekeeper—but not since becoming a
feng shui practitioner. Now it seemed, the time had come to put the old fear to rest. If there really
was a secret room, maybe she’d find it today.Feeling both excitement and trepidation, Salome
gripped the cold metal handrail and skurried down the concrete steps, her black skirt billowing in
her wake. A moment later, like one of those imagined witches, she vanished into the fog.By the
ninth and final chant, Salome’s voice was strong and even, testament to the mantra’s power.
While taking a restorative breath of brine-scented air, she heard tires crunching the gravel drive
above her. That would be Phyl. At this hour, there was no need of a siren. Too, short of a fire, the
city fathers would not be pleased by any superfluous noise disturbing those few tourists who
chose to spend their dollars in Holyrood in winter.At least, she hoped it was Phyl. But what if it
wasn’t? What if the killer had returned, having no idea she’d discovered the body and that the
police were on their way?She started to call out, then thought better of it. If it wasn’t Phyl, she’d
be a fool to announce herself.She ran to the nearest tree, a huge acacia at the edge of the lawn
and hid among the drooping branches heavy with tiny yellow flowers. She heard first one then
another car door slam.What if there had been two killers? She glanced to her right. Less than a
foot away was the steep embankment, now her only means of escape.Then she heard feet
running down the steps on the north side of the house where she herself descended roughly
fifteen minutes ago. Her grip tightened on the trunk of the acacia. Her eyes were riveted to the far
side of the mansion. At the first sight of anyone but Phyl, she’d have to make her way silently
down the embankment where any misstep could result in a broken neck on the narrow walkway



far below.Chapter 2Seeing her cousin rounding the north side of the mansion, Salome muttered
a prayer of thanks then, feeling a bit foolish, stepped out of her hiding place.Even dressed
casually in running shoes, jeans, a white sweatshirt, her badge attached to the collar, and a blue
windbreaker, Phyllis Waterhouse looked every bit a stern authority figure as she trotted up the
five steps to the veranda. Short, wiry, gray-blonde curls framed sharp features on a tanned face.
Though three months younger than Salome, Phyllis looked older, the result of a life in law
enforcement. In one hand she carried a police radio.Limping a few paces behind her, came Sgt.
Ralph Blue, also wearing civvies. In his early thirties, he had longish sun streaked brown hair,
broad shoulders and the long fluid muscles of a swimmer. He’d only just returned to duty after
being attacked by a Great White while surfing the rougher waters north of Holyrood. The shark
“bite” required over three hundred stitches in his left buttock and thigh, and a new board and
wetsuit. Having faced white death, Ralph probably wouldn’t flinch at the sight of Palmer
Fordham’s corpse.Salome started forward. “Phyl—”“Stay there, Mei!” Phyllis barked, her blue
eyes darting around, finally resting on the open French doors and drawn curtains. “You said the
body’s just inside, right?”“Yes.”Through the thinning fog, the bloody shoe-prints leading from the
doors to the lawn were clearly visible.“Yours?” Phyl asked, indicating the prints.Salome frowned.
“I, I guess so.”With Ralph at her heels, Phyl moved to the doorway, and avoiding the bloody
tracks, parted the curtains and peered inside.As if her own eyes were looking out of Phyl’s head,
Salome mentally revisited the crime scene. Palmer’s body lay parallel to and about a foot from
the French doors on the bloody parquet floor. While his head and torso were severely battered,
below the faded blue Hawaiian motif shorts, his legs and feet appeared untouched.Randomly,
she recalled other details: the glass-topped coffee table supported by a cannily sculpted piece
of driftwood upon which were a clear vase of lavender tulips, a bottle of wine and two partially
filled wine glasses; a large L-shaped navy sectional sofa, and two end-tables with matching
ginger jar lamps. The furniture faced the fireplace. A mirror above the green marble mantle
reflected some of the two dozen or so framed prints of sea goddesses hanging on the two-story
north wall. Everything was in place, nothing overturned or shattered.Salome now remembered a
quick impression—that the corpse been posed. Or had Palmer simply laid down near the door
and without putting up a struggle, allowed himself to be brutally murdered? An absurd notion to
be sure but how could one account for the neatly arranged furnishings?Phyl dropped the curtain
and turned to Salome.“There’s a briefcase just inside. Yours?”Salome groaned. A rather
incriminating detail but least now she knew its location.“Would you get it for me?”“No can do,
Mei. It’s part of the crime scene. Any other doors unlocked?”“I don’t know.”“You have keys?”“No,
but Dora will,” Salome said, referring to housekeeper, Dora Whalen.“I need to gain entry now!
Someone else might be inside,” she said, not specifying killer or another victim. Obviously, she
wouldn’t further taint the scene by entering through the French doors.“Maybe the kitchen door’s
unlocked,” Salome suggested.Phyl turned to Ralph and the word POLICE seemed to shout at
Salome from the back of Phyllis’s windbreaker, an unsettling reminder that she’d entered
dangerous territory.Now, looking back at Salome Phyllis said, “Given the death of your tenant,



and since you’re the owner, I need your permission, a consent to search the house.”“Of course!
Just do it!”While Ralph stayed on the veranda, Phyllis headed back down the steps to the
kitchen door at the far end of the mansion. She pulled a latex glove from the inside pocket of her
windbreaker, slipped it on and tried the brass knob. It didn’t give. She then took a credit card
from her wallet. In seconds, she had the door opened. She pulled a Glock 9mm from the small of
her back and gripping it in both hands, slipped sideways into the kitchen and
disappeared.Salome’s stomach tightened. Oh no, she suddenly thought, what if Phyllis comes
upon the killer—or worse, vice versa? There were so many rooms in which to hide and whoever
hacked Palmer had to be a nut case.“Shouldn’t you be backing her up?” Salome called out to
Ralph, tension escalating.“Just chill, all right? She can handle herself.”He parted the curtains
and glanced inside, part of his attention on Salome. She wondered if he remained on the
veranda to keep an eye on her. A few tense moments passed.Salome tried to find solace in
Ralph’s declaration—”she can handle herself.” Indeed, no one could doubt Phyllis’s
competence, especially confronting crazies. The lion’s share of her career had been with the
San Francisco Police Department, working her way up through the ranks to homicide detective.
She’d seen it all and then some.Apparently, Phyl had made it to the living room. Salome heard
her talking to Ralph about who to immediately contact: the fire department, county coroner,
photographer, crime scene techs, and local cops to set up a perimeter.Salome rubbed her arms
in the cold morning air. She had “chilled” all right.After awhile, Salome heard more vehicles
arrive and sounds of chatter and the crackle of police radios. Phyllis must have opened the
mansion’s front door to provide access to the arrivals.Finally, Phyllis appeared, moving around
the hedges bordering the gravel drive, making her way down the terraced garden to the lawn.
She motioned for Salome to join her at a bench in the shape of a sleeping bear. Nearby, a palm
tree stood like a lone sentinel.When their grandparents were alive and the tree smaller, Salome
and Phyllis had sat on this very bench and watched Fourth of July fireworks, compared candy-
filled Easter baskets, played with birthday and Christmas gifts; one little girl dark-haired and with
an Asian cast to her features, the other blonde and blue-eyed. Yin and yang.“You find anyone
else?” Salome asked anxiously.Phyllis shook her head perfunctorily then said, “So, what the hell
were you doing here at the crack of dawn?” Nothing of Salome’s former playmate was in Phyl’s
harsh, biting tone.“A feng shui consultation,” Salome replied.“Good Christ, playing house witch
at this hour?”Salome regarded her cousin stoically. At the beginning of her professional practice,
Phyl began referring to her as “the house witch.” Though intended to be offensive, Salome
considering the reference more amusing than rude.Of course, feng shui at any time surprised
Phyl, a skeptic who said she didn’t believe the fish tank Salome gave her two years ago had
anything to do with her appointment as chief of police. The twenty gallon tank and nine orandas
provided tranquility; admittedly an improvement over the stacks of old newspapers and
magazines it replaced in what Salome said was the “career” position in her living room. Still, a
week after the fish tank arrived, the city manager appointed her top cop.Salome told her of the
anonymous letter and cash that came by mail three days ago.“You still have it?”“Well, not the



cash.”“Spent before you earned it?” Phyl remarked.Salome knew the question was meant to
rattle and put her on the defensive.“I don’t like having that much money lying around,” Salome
said evenly. “Nothing unethical about depositing cash into a business account as soon as it’s
received.”“Unless it’s laundered money.”“How am I supposed to know that? I don’t know who
sent it.”“That’s another question we’ll have to answer, won’t we. Do you have the envelope and
letter?”“I’ll have to look.”“Don’t tell me there’s clutter in your house. I thought you feng shui people
were clutter-free.”Salome shifted her eyes to the south where the building clouds now blocked
the sun. But sun or not, the temperature around the bench was dropping swiftly.“So, tell me
about this morning—and you can skip what you had for breakfast. Your car’s not here so I
assume you walked. Anyone see you?”Now Salome was grateful for the near collision with
Janelle. Thank the Goddess for small favors, she thought, and told Phyl of the early encounter
then moved on to her arrival at the mansion. When no one answered the bell, she said, she
decided to check around back thinking Palmer might be on the veranda painting one of his sea
goddesses.“Why would you think that?”“Why not? He is a painter.”“You’re familiar with his work
habits?”“Not at all. I wanted to put a little more effort into being here than just ringing the front
door bell.”“You didn’t try the front door?”“No.”“But you did open the French doors.”“No, I didn’t.
The one was already open but the curtains were closed.”“And?”“I called out. With the door open,
I figured he was up and about even though he didn’t answer.”“So why’d you enter?”

An incident in childhood had left her with an unshakeable—and what some thought,
unreasonable—fear of the place. On her seventh birthday, while exploring the Perfume’s
underground rooms, she and her cousin Phyllis had become separated. Alone, Salome
stumbled into a chamber that appeared to be filled with screaming children. Terrified, she’d
blindly fled and somehow ended up in the Perfume Creek. She might have drowned had Phyllis
not heard her thrashing and sputtering and dragged her out of the water and up onto the
creekside walkway. She’d begged her parents and grandparents to look for the room with the
frightened children but her grandfather sternly refused. He had built the mansion and declared
that no such room existed—except in her imagination.The Perfume was also, on this morning,
her destination. Last night while studying the mansion’s blueprints in preparation for the
consultation, she’d felt the old fear stirring even though nothing on paper indicated a hidden
room. Since inheriting the mansion when her grandfather died, she’d been in the subterranean
chambers a few times, always in the company of the housekeeper—but not since becoming a
feng shui practitioner. Now it seemed, the time had come to put the old fear to rest. If there really
was a secret room, maybe she’d find it today.Feeling both excitement and trepidation, Salome
gripped the cold metal handrail and skurried down the concrete steps, her black skirt billowing in
her wake. A moment later, like one of those imagined witches, she vanished into the fog.By the
ninth and final chant, Salome’s voice was strong and even, testament to the mantra’s power.
While taking a restorative breath of brine-scented air, she heard tires crunching the gravel drive
above her. That would be Phyl. At this hour, there was no need of a siren. Too, short of a fire, the



city fathers would not be pleased by any superfluous noise disturbing those few tourists who
chose to spend their dollars in Holyrood in winter.At least, she hoped it was Phyl. But what if it
wasn’t? What if the killer had returned, having no idea she’d discovered the body and that the
police were on their way?She started to call out, then thought better of it. If it wasn’t Phyl, she’d
be a fool to announce herself.She ran to the nearest tree, a huge acacia at the edge of the lawn
and hid among the drooping branches heavy with tiny yellow flowers. She heard first one then
another car door slam.What if there had been two killers? She glanced to her right. Less than a
foot away was the steep embankment, now her only means of escape.Then she heard feet
running down the steps on the north side of the house where she herself descended roughly
fifteen minutes ago. Her grip tightened on the trunk of the acacia. Her eyes were riveted to the far
side of the mansion. At the first sight of anyone but Phyl, she’d have to make her way silently
down the embankment where any misstep could result in a broken neck on the narrow walkway
far below.Chapter 2Seeing her cousin rounding the north side of the mansion, Salome muttered
a prayer of thanks then, feeling a bit foolish, stepped out of her hiding place.Even dressed
casually in running shoes, jeans, a white sweatshirt, her badge attached to the collar, and a blue
windbreaker, Phyllis Waterhouse looked every bit a stern authority figure as she trotted up the
five steps to the veranda. Short, wiry, gray-blonde curls framed sharp features on a tanned face.
Though three months younger than Salome, Phyllis looked older, the result of a life in law
enforcement. In one hand she carried a police radio.Limping a few paces behind her, came Sgt.
Ralph Blue, also wearing civvies. In his early thirties, he had longish sun streaked brown hair,
broad shoulders and the long fluid muscles of a swimmer. He’d only just returned to duty after
being attacked by a Great White while surfing the rougher waters north of Holyrood. The shark
“bite” required over three hundred stitches in his left buttock and thigh, and a new board and
wetsuit. Having faced white death, Ralph probably wouldn’t flinch at the sight of Palmer
Fordham’s corpse.Salome started forward. “Phyl—”“Stay there, Mei!” Phyllis barked, her blue
eyes darting around, finally resting on the open French doors and drawn curtains. “You said the
body’s just inside, right?”“Yes.”Through the thinning fog, the bloody shoe-prints leading from the
doors to the lawn were clearly visible.“Yours?” Phyl asked, indicating the prints.Salome frowned.
“I, I guess so.”With Ralph at her heels, Phyl moved to the doorway, and avoiding the bloody
tracks, parted the curtains and peered inside.As if her own eyes were looking out of Phyl’s head,
Salome mentally revisited the crime scene. Palmer’s body lay parallel to and about a foot from
the French doors on the bloody parquet floor. While his head and torso were severely battered,
below the faded blue Hawaiian motif shorts, his legs and feet appeared untouched.Randomly,
she recalled other details: the glass-topped coffee table supported by a cannily sculpted piece
of driftwood upon which were a clear vase of lavender tulips, a bottle of wine and two partially
filled wine glasses; a large L-shaped navy sectional sofa, and two end-tables with matching
ginger jar lamps. The furniture faced the fireplace. A mirror above the green marble mantle
reflected some of the two dozen or so framed prints of sea goddesses hanging on the two-story
north wall. Everything was in place, nothing overturned or shattered.Salome now remembered a



quick impression—that the corpse been posed. Or had Palmer simply laid down near the door
and without putting up a struggle, allowed himself to be brutally murdered? An absurd notion to
be sure but how could one account for the neatly arranged furnishings?Phyl dropped the curtain
and turned to Salome.“There’s a briefcase just inside. Yours?”Salome groaned. A rather
incriminating detail but least now she knew its location.“Would you get it for me?”“No can do,
Mei. It’s part of the crime scene. Any other doors unlocked?”“I don’t know.”“You have keys?”“No,
but Dora will,” Salome said, referring to housekeeper, Dora Whalen.“I need to gain entry now!
Someone else might be inside,” she said, not specifying killer or another victim. Obviously, she
wouldn’t further taint the scene by entering through the French doors.“Maybe the kitchen door’s
unlocked,” Salome suggested.Phyl turned to Ralph and the word POLICE seemed to shout at
Salome from the back of Phyllis’s windbreaker, an unsettling reminder that she’d entered
dangerous territory.Now, looking back at Salome Phyllis said, “Given the death of your tenant,
and since you’re the owner, I need your permission, a consent to search the house.”“Of course!
Just do it!”While Ralph stayed on the veranda, Phyllis headed back down the steps to the
kitchen door at the far end of the mansion. She pulled a latex glove from the inside pocket of her
windbreaker, slipped it on and tried the brass knob. It didn’t give. She then took a credit card
from her wallet. In seconds, she had the door opened. She pulled a Glock 9mm from the small of
her back and gripping it in both hands, slipped sideways into the kitchen and
disappeared.Salome’s stomach tightened. Oh no, she suddenly thought, what if Phyllis comes
upon the killer—or worse, vice versa? There were so many rooms in which to hide and whoever
hacked Palmer had to be a nut case.“Shouldn’t you be backing her up?” Salome called out to
Ralph, tension escalating.“Just chill, all right? She can handle herself.”He parted the curtains
and glanced inside, part of his attention on Salome. She wondered if he remained on the
veranda to keep an eye on her. A few tense moments passed.Salome tried to find solace in
Ralph’s declaration—”she can handle herself.” Indeed, no one could doubt Phyllis’s
competence, especially confronting crazies. The lion’s share of her career had been with the
San Francisco Police Department, working her way up through the ranks to homicide detective.
She’d seen it all and then some.Apparently, Phyl had made it to the living room. Salome heard
her talking to Ralph about who to immediately contact: the fire department, county coroner,
photographer, crime scene techs, and local cops to set up a perimeter.Salome rubbed her arms
in the cold morning air. She had “chilled” all right.After awhile, Salome heard more vehicles
arrive and sounds of chatter and the crackle of police radios. Phyllis must have opened the
mansion’s front door to provide access to the arrivals.Finally, Phyllis appeared, moving around
the hedges bordering the gravel drive, making her way down the terraced garden to the lawn.
She motioned for Salome to join her at a bench in the shape of a sleeping bear. Nearby, a palm
tree stood like a lone sentinel.When their grandparents were alive and the tree smaller, Salome
and Phyllis had sat on this very bench and watched Fourth of July fireworks, compared candy-
filled Easter baskets, played with birthday and Christmas gifts; one little girl dark-haired and with
an Asian cast to her features, the other blonde and blue-eyed. Yin and yang.“You find anyone



else?” Salome asked anxiously.Phyllis shook her head perfunctorily then said, “So, what the hell
were you doing here at the crack of dawn?” Nothing of Salome’s former playmate was in Phyl’s
harsh, biting tone.“A feng shui consultation,” Salome replied.“Good Christ, playing house witch
at this hour?”Salome regarded her cousin stoically. At the beginning of her professional practice,
Phyl began referring to her as “the house witch.” Though intended to be offensive, Salome
considering the reference more amusing than rude.Of course, feng shui at any time surprised
Phyl, a skeptic who said she didn’t believe the fish tank Salome gave her two years ago had
anything to do with her appointment as chief of police. The twenty gallon tank and nine orandas
provided tranquility; admittedly an improvement over the stacks of old newspapers and
magazines it replaced in what Salome said was the “career” position in her living room. Still, a
week after the fish tank arrived, the city manager appointed her top cop.Salome told her of the
anonymous letter and cash that came by mail three days ago.“You still have it?”“Well, not the
cash.”“Spent before you earned it?” Phyl remarked.Salome knew the question was meant to
rattle and put her on the defensive.“I don’t like having that much money lying around,” Salome
said evenly. “Nothing unethical about depositing cash into a business account as soon as it’s
received.”“Unless it’s laundered money.”“How am I supposed to know that? I don’t know who
sent it.”“That’s another question we’ll have to answer, won’t we. Do you have the envelope and
letter?”“I’ll have to look.”“Don’t tell me there’s clutter in your house. I thought you feng shui people
were clutter-free.”Salome shifted her eyes to the south where the building clouds now blocked
the sun. But sun or not, the temperature around the bench was dropping swiftly.“So, tell me
about this morning—and you can skip what you had for breakfast. Your car’s not here so I
assume you walked. Anyone see you?”Now Salome was grateful for the near collision with
Janelle. Thank the Goddess for small favors, she thought, and told Phyl of the early encounter
then moved on to her arrival at the mansion. When no one answered the bell, she said, she
decided to check around back thinking Palmer might be on the veranda painting one of his sea
goddesses.“Why would you think that?”“Why not? He is a painter.”“You’re familiar with his work
habits?”“Not at all. I wanted to put a little more effort into being here than just ringing the front
door bell.”“You didn’t try the front door?”“No.”“But you did open the French doors.”“No, I didn’t.
The one was already open but the curtains were closed.”“And?”“I called out. With the door open,
I figured he was up and about even though he didn’t answer.”“So why’d you enter?”“Because,
damn it, I was here to do a house reading.” She paused to collect herself.“Seeing his body didn’t
shock you? Any normal person—”“I didn’t see him, Phyl,” Salome interrupted. “The curtains were
in the way.” She took a breath. “Look, the first thing I do when I arrive for a consultation is stand
on the threshold for a moment and clear my mind. Then I enter with my eyes closed to get a feel
for the energy. That way my first impression isn’t altered by anything I see.”Phyllis shook her
head as if to say what idiocy.“Normally, I’m met at the door and I tell whomever answers that I
need to enter with my eyes closed. It’s simply part of the way I work. It’s never been a
problem.”“Until now. Were you in love with him?”Right out of left field. But Salome had a good
arm, too. “Absolutely. For paying his rent on time.”“Where were you last night?”“Home. Studying



the Perfume’s blue prints, preparing for the consultation.”“Anyone with you?”Salome smiled.
“Shishi.”“Well, I’ll definitely do the follow-up on him. Any two- legged critters?”“Had dinner at
Otter Haven with Mother and Dad.”“When’d you get home?”She shrugged. “Oh, I guess about
nine-thirty, ten.”“When was the last time you spoke to Palmer?”“Actually, he called me a few days
after Dad’s heart attack, just after Christmas. Wanted to be sure he was first on the list to buy the
Perfume. He probably figured the closer Dad was to death, the sooner I’d be willing to sell. As
you probably know, he’s wanted to buy the place since he moved in.”Salome sensed something
menacing uncoil within Phyllis. Her cousin had always loved the Perfume. In the early 1980’s
when their grandfather died, Phyllis had hoped her affection for the property would translate into
an inheritance even though her uncle Reggie, Salome’s father, might be the more likely
candidate. But Reggie all ready owned Otter Haven, the twelve-acre resort on the east side of
The Bluff. Phyllis’s parents were dead (her father being Reggie’s brother) and it only seemed fair
that she should be given the second major piece of Waterhouse real estate. But Joshua
Waterhouse had surprised everyone and left it to his first-born grandchild, Salome. Phyllis’s
disappointment quickly degraded into resentment of her cousin.“And were you planning to sell it
to him?”“Of course not. While Dad’s alive, I won’t sell.” Like Phyllis, her father felt a deep
attachment to the Perfume, having been raised in the mansion. He’d begged Salome to always
keep it in the family.“How many sets of keys are there?”“Let’s see—the property management
firm keeps a set, Dora has a set. Dad, too.” She shrugged. “That’s all as far as I know. Oh yes,
and Palmer, of course.”“What about yours?”“I don’t have keys.”“Why not?” Phyllis looked
genuinely surprised.“No reason. Dad’s property management firm takes care of everything,”
Salome said, feeling as if she were talking to a stranger.The conversation underscored the poor
communications that existed between the cousins. Salome couldn’t remember the last time
they’d sat down and talked, though she imagined it had been before their grandfather’s death. It
was hard to believe they’d once been close. Even occasional cards and gifts—like the fish tank—
never bridged the gap. She felt the familiar dull ache that gripped her chest whenever she
thought of their estrangement.Phyllis said nothing for several moments, increasing the pressure.
Whatever had uncoiled within her cousin was positioning itself for a strike.“I’m having a real
problem with your story.” Phyllis looked down for a moment then abruptly gave Salome the full
force of her arctic eyes.“Why would you even come here to do a consultation—given the
anonymous letter and cash is true. Aside from the monthly income it generates, it’s no secret you
loathe the Perfume.”

An incident in childhood had left her with an unshakeable—and what some thought,
unreasonable—fear of the place. On her seventh birthday, while exploring the Perfume’s
underground rooms, she and her cousin Phyllis had become separated. Alone, Salome
stumbled into a chamber that appeared to be filled with screaming children. Terrified, she’d
blindly fled and somehow ended up in the Perfume Creek. She might have drowned had Phyllis
not heard her thrashing and sputtering and dragged her out of the water and up onto the



creekside walkway. She’d begged her parents and grandparents to look for the room with the
frightened children but her grandfather sternly refused. He had built the mansion and declared
that no such room existed—except in her imagination.The Perfume was also, on this morning,
her destination. Last night while studying the mansion’s blueprints in preparation for the
consultation, she’d felt the old fear stirring even though nothing on paper indicated a hidden
room. Since inheriting the mansion when her grandfather died, she’d been in the subterranean
chambers a few times, always in the company of the housekeeper—but not since becoming a
feng shui practitioner. Now it seemed, the time had come to put the old fear to rest. If there really
was a secret room, maybe she’d find it today.Feeling both excitement and trepidation, Salome
gripped the cold metal handrail and skurried down the concrete steps, her black skirt billowing in
her wake. A moment later, like one of those imagined witches, she vanished into the fog.By the
ninth and final chant, Salome’s voice was strong and even, testament to the mantra’s power.
While taking a restorative breath of brine-scented air, she heard tires crunching the gravel drive
above her. That would be Phyl. At this hour, there was no need of a siren. Too, short of a fire, the
city fathers would not be pleased by any superfluous noise disturbing those few tourists who
chose to spend their dollars in Holyrood in winter.At least, she hoped it was Phyl. But what if it
wasn’t? What if the killer had returned, having no idea she’d discovered the body and that the
police were on their way?She started to call out, then thought better of it. If it wasn’t Phyl, she’d
be a fool to announce herself.She ran to the nearest tree, a huge acacia at the edge of the lawn
and hid among the drooping branches heavy with tiny yellow flowers. She heard first one then
another car door slam.What if there had been two killers? She glanced to her right. Less than a
foot away was the steep embankment, now her only means of escape.Then she heard feet
running down the steps on the north side of the house where she herself descended roughly
fifteen minutes ago. Her grip tightened on the trunk of the acacia. Her eyes were riveted to the far
side of the mansion. At the first sight of anyone but Phyl, she’d have to make her way silently
down the embankment where any misstep could result in a broken neck on the narrow walkway
far below.Chapter 2Seeing her cousin rounding the north side of the mansion, Salome muttered
a prayer of thanks then, feeling a bit foolish, stepped out of her hiding place.Even dressed
casually in running shoes, jeans, a white sweatshirt, her badge attached to the collar, and a blue
windbreaker, Phyllis Waterhouse looked every bit a stern authority figure as she trotted up the
five steps to the veranda. Short, wiry, gray-blonde curls framed sharp features on a tanned face.
Though three months younger than Salome, Phyllis looked older, the result of a life in law
enforcement. In one hand she carried a police radio.Limping a few paces behind her, came Sgt.
Ralph Blue, also wearing civvies. In his early thirties, he had longish sun streaked brown hair,
broad shoulders and the long fluid muscles of a swimmer. He’d only just returned to duty after
being attacked by a Great White while surfing the rougher waters north of Holyrood. The shark
“bite” required over three hundred stitches in his left buttock and thigh, and a new board and
wetsuit. Having faced white death, Ralph probably wouldn’t flinch at the sight of Palmer
Fordham’s corpse.Salome started forward. “Phyl—”“Stay there, Mei!” Phyllis barked, her blue



eyes darting around, finally resting on the open French doors and drawn curtains. “You said the
body’s just inside, right?”“Yes.”Through the thinning fog, the bloody shoe-prints leading from the
doors to the lawn were clearly visible.“Yours?” Phyl asked, indicating the prints.Salome frowned.
“I, I guess so.”With Ralph at her heels, Phyl moved to the doorway, and avoiding the bloody
tracks, parted the curtains and peered inside.As if her own eyes were looking out of Phyl’s head,
Salome mentally revisited the crime scene. Palmer’s body lay parallel to and about a foot from
the French doors on the bloody parquet floor. While his head and torso were severely battered,
below the faded blue Hawaiian motif shorts, his legs and feet appeared untouched.Randomly,
she recalled other details: the glass-topped coffee table supported by a cannily sculpted piece
of driftwood upon which were a clear vase of lavender tulips, a bottle of wine and two partially
filled wine glasses; a large L-shaped navy sectional sofa, and two end-tables with matching
ginger jar lamps. The furniture faced the fireplace. A mirror above the green marble mantle
reflected some of the two dozen or so framed prints of sea goddesses hanging on the two-story
north wall. Everything was in place, nothing overturned or shattered.Salome now remembered a
quick impression—that the corpse been posed. Or had Palmer simply laid down near the door
and without putting up a struggle, allowed himself to be brutally murdered? An absurd notion to
be sure but how could one account for the neatly arranged furnishings?Phyl dropped the curtain
and turned to Salome.“There’s a briefcase just inside. Yours?”Salome groaned. A rather
incriminating detail but least now she knew its location.“Would you get it for me?”“No can do,
Mei. It’s part of the crime scene. Any other doors unlocked?”“I don’t know.”“You have keys?”“No,
but Dora will,” Salome said, referring to housekeeper, Dora Whalen.“I need to gain entry now!
Someone else might be inside,” she said, not specifying killer or another victim. Obviously, she
wouldn’t further taint the scene by entering through the French doors.“Maybe the kitchen door’s
unlocked,” Salome suggested.Phyl turned to Ralph and the word POLICE seemed to shout at
Salome from the back of Phyllis’s windbreaker, an unsettling reminder that she’d entered
dangerous territory.Now, looking back at Salome Phyllis said, “Given the death of your tenant,
and since you’re the owner, I need your permission, a consent to search the house.”“Of course!
Just do it!”While Ralph stayed on the veranda, Phyllis headed back down the steps to the
kitchen door at the far end of the mansion. She pulled a latex glove from the inside pocket of her
windbreaker, slipped it on and tried the brass knob. It didn’t give. She then took a credit card
from her wallet. In seconds, she had the door opened. She pulled a Glock 9mm from the small of
her back and gripping it in both hands, slipped sideways into the kitchen and
disappeared.Salome’s stomach tightened. Oh no, she suddenly thought, what if Phyllis comes
upon the killer—or worse, vice versa? There were so many rooms in which to hide and whoever
hacked Palmer had to be a nut case.“Shouldn’t you be backing her up?” Salome called out to
Ralph, tension escalating.“Just chill, all right? She can handle herself.”He parted the curtains
and glanced inside, part of his attention on Salome. She wondered if he remained on the
veranda to keep an eye on her. A few tense moments passed.Salome tried to find solace in
Ralph’s declaration—”she can handle herself.” Indeed, no one could doubt Phyllis’s



competence, especially confronting crazies. The lion’s share of her career had been with the
San Francisco Police Department, working her way up through the ranks to homicide detective.
She’d seen it all and then some.Apparently, Phyl had made it to the living room. Salome heard
her talking to Ralph about who to immediately contact: the fire department, county coroner,
photographer, crime scene techs, and local cops to set up a perimeter.Salome rubbed her arms
in the cold morning air. She had “chilled” all right.After awhile, Salome heard more vehicles
arrive and sounds of chatter and the crackle of police radios. Phyllis must have opened the
mansion’s front door to provide access to the arrivals.Finally, Phyllis appeared, moving around
the hedges bordering the gravel drive, making her way down the terraced garden to the lawn.
She motioned for Salome to join her at a bench in the shape of a sleeping bear. Nearby, a palm
tree stood like a lone sentinel.When their grandparents were alive and the tree smaller, Salome
and Phyllis had sat on this very bench and watched Fourth of July fireworks, compared candy-
filled Easter baskets, played with birthday and Christmas gifts; one little girl dark-haired and with
an Asian cast to her features, the other blonde and blue-eyed. Yin and yang.“You find anyone
else?” Salome asked anxiously.Phyllis shook her head perfunctorily then said, “So, what the hell
were you doing here at the crack of dawn?” Nothing of Salome’s former playmate was in Phyl’s
harsh, biting tone.“A feng shui consultation,” Salome replied.“Good Christ, playing house witch
at this hour?”Salome regarded her cousin stoically. At the beginning of her professional practice,
Phyl began referring to her as “the house witch.” Though intended to be offensive, Salome
considering the reference more amusing than rude.Of course, feng shui at any time surprised
Phyl, a skeptic who said she didn’t believe the fish tank Salome gave her two years ago had
anything to do with her appointment as chief of police. The twenty gallon tank and nine orandas
provided tranquility; admittedly an improvement over the stacks of old newspapers and
magazines it replaced in what Salome said was the “career” position in her living room. Still, a
week after the fish tank arrived, the city manager appointed her top cop.Salome told her of the
anonymous letter and cash that came by mail three days ago.“You still have it?”“Well, not the
cash.”“Spent before you earned it?” Phyl remarked.Salome knew the question was meant to
rattle and put her on the defensive.“I don’t like having that much money lying around,” Salome
said evenly. “Nothing unethical about depositing cash into a business account as soon as it’s
received.”“Unless it’s laundered money.”“How am I supposed to know that? I don’t know who
sent it.”“That’s another question we’ll have to answer, won’t we. Do you have the envelope and
letter?”“I’ll have to look.”“Don’t tell me there’s clutter in your house. I thought you feng shui people
were clutter-free.”Salome shifted her eyes to the south where the building clouds now blocked
the sun. But sun or not, the temperature around the bench was dropping swiftly.“So, tell me
about this morning—and you can skip what you had for breakfast. Your car’s not here so I
assume you walked. Anyone see you?”Now Salome was grateful for the near collision with
Janelle. Thank the Goddess for small favors, she thought, and told Phyl of the early encounter
then moved on to her arrival at the mansion. When no one answered the bell, she said, she
decided to check around back thinking Palmer might be on the veranda painting one of his sea



goddesses.“Why would you think that?”“Why not? He is a painter.”“You’re familiar with his work
habits?”“Not at all. I wanted to put a little more effort into being here than just ringing the front
door bell.”“You didn’t try the front door?”“No.”“But you did open the French doors.”“No, I didn’t.
The one was already open but the curtains were closed.”“And?”“I called out. With the door open,
I figured he was up and about even though he didn’t answer.”“So why’d you enter?”“Because,
damn it, I was here to do a house reading.” She paused to collect herself.“Seeing his body didn’t
shock you? Any normal person—”“I didn’t see him, Phyl,” Salome interrupted. “The curtains were
in the way.” She took a breath. “Look, the first thing I do when I arrive for a consultation is stand
on the threshold for a moment and clear my mind. Then I enter with my eyes closed to get a feel
for the energy. That way my first impression isn’t altered by anything I see.”Phyllis shook her
head as if to say what idiocy.“Normally, I’m met at the door and I tell whomever answers that I
need to enter with my eyes closed. It’s simply part of the way I work. It’s never been a
problem.”“Until now. Were you in love with him?”Right out of left field. But Salome had a good
arm, too. “Absolutely. For paying his rent on time.”“Where were you last night?”“Home. Studying
the Perfume’s blue prints, preparing for the consultation.”“Anyone with you?”Salome smiled.
“Shishi.”“Well, I’ll definitely do the follow-up on him. Any two- legged critters?”“Had dinner at
Otter Haven with Mother and Dad.”“When’d you get home?”She shrugged. “Oh, I guess about
nine-thirty, ten.”“When was the last time you spoke to Palmer?”“Actually, he called me a few days
after Dad’s heart attack, just after Christmas. Wanted to be sure he was first on the list to buy the
Perfume. He probably figured the closer Dad was to death, the sooner I’d be willing to sell. As
you probably know, he’s wanted to buy the place since he moved in.”Salome sensed something
menacing uncoil within Phyllis. Her cousin had always loved the Perfume. In the early 1980’s
when their grandfather died, Phyllis had hoped her affection for the property would translate into
an inheritance even though her uncle Reggie, Salome’s father, might be the more likely
candidate. But Reggie all ready owned Otter Haven, the twelve-acre resort on the east side of
The Bluff. Phyllis’s parents were dead (her father being Reggie’s brother) and it only seemed fair
that she should be given the second major piece of Waterhouse real estate. But Joshua
Waterhouse had surprised everyone and left it to his first-born grandchild, Salome. Phyllis’s
disappointment quickly degraded into resentment of her cousin.“And were you planning to sell it
to him?”“Of course not. While Dad’s alive, I won’t sell.” Like Phyllis, her father felt a deep
attachment to the Perfume, having been raised in the mansion. He’d begged Salome to always
keep it in the family.“How many sets of keys are there?”“Let’s see—the property management
firm keeps a set, Dora has a set. Dad, too.” She shrugged. “That’s all as far as I know. Oh yes,
and Palmer, of course.”“What about yours?”“I don’t have keys.”“Why not?” Phyllis looked
genuinely surprised.“No reason. Dad’s property management firm takes care of everything,”
Salome said, feeling as if she were talking to a stranger.The conversation underscored the poor
communications that existed between the cousins. Salome couldn’t remember the last time
they’d sat down and talked, though she imagined it had been before their grandfather’s death. It
was hard to believe they’d once been close. Even occasional cards and gifts—like the fish tank—



never bridged the gap. She felt the familiar dull ache that gripped her chest whenever she
thought of their estrangement.Phyllis said nothing for several moments, increasing the pressure.
Whatever had uncoiled within her cousin was positioning itself for a strike.“I’m having a real
problem with your story.” Phyllis looked down for a moment then abruptly gave Salome the full
force of her arctic eyes.“Why would you even come here to do a consultation—given the
anonymous letter and cash is true. Aside from the monthly income it generates, it’s no secret you
loathe the Perfume.”“I’m a professional,” she said, her tone bristling. “Personal considerations do
not keep me from fulfilling an obligation. Furthermore, I could certainly understand any parts of
the mansion where Palmer might feel uncomfortable. In particular, the subterranean rooms. And
loath is too strong a word. Let’s just say there’s too much negative energy here.”Phyllis resumed
the silence. Was she rehearsing procedure, preparing to arrest Salome for murder? Salome
worked to quiet rising apprehension.“In what denominations were the bills?”“As I recall,
twenties.”“New or used?”“Gosh, used, I guess.”“So who do you suppose sent you on this
errand?”Salome shook her head. “I can’t imagine.”But actually she could. Something she’d seen
at Barbara Boatwright’s in December. Still, to mention a friend to take the heat off herself would
be the worst kind of betrayal. What she’d seen implicated but proved nothing. Too many
variables existed, one being that Barbara considered feng shui a bunch of hocus-pocus. Her
words.“You realize, of course, that someone who knows you pretty well could have set you up.”“I
can’t imagine anyone doing that.”“First on the scene makes you a prime suspect.”Another
silence followed. Hands clenched in her lap, Salome pursed her lips straining to hold back tears,
certain that she was about to be arrested.Phyllis abruptly stood, regarding Salome
coldly.Salome shivered.“I’m finished for the moment but you have to go into the station and give
a formal statement. Today, preferably, while everything is fresh in your mind. I’ll also need your
fingerprints, a hair and blood sample. And I don’t want you leaving town for awhile.”Though
thankful she wasn’t about to be locked up, there were other matters she considered too
important not to mention.“I have appointments in San Francisco.”“Cancel.” Phyllis paused then
said, “Now I want your shoes.”“What?”“To match them to the prints on the veranda and the floor.
Didn’t you learn anything working for that ex-husband of yours?”Salome’s throat tightened as
she swallowed anger. She pulled off her shoes and handed them over. Not having any evidence
bags handy, Phyllis placed the pair, topside down on the bench.“And your uniform.”“If you think
I’m going to strip out here, you’re nuts!”Phyllis finally cracked a smile. “Ralph’ll drive you home.
You can give it to him then. It’ll have to be tested for blood splatter. To eliminate you as a
suspect.” But the look on her face said quite the opposite.Salome rose from the bench, her thin
socks quickly soaking up moisture from the damp grass. “My house keys are in the briefcase.
Would you get them for me?”“Come on. You know I can’t do that.”“I just thought—”“That I’d do
you a favor because you’re my cousin? Not for anyone will I disturb a crime scene,” especially
you she seemed to imply.Then Phyl nodded toward the steep, terraced slope. “Leave by the
garden. And don’t forget to look for that envelope and letter. And while you’re at it, the deposit
slip.”Phyllis turned, moving toward the veranda.“Just how long am I supposed to stay in



town?”“Until I say otherwise.”“Look, it’s only a two hour drive to San Francisco. I can be up and
back in no time.”“You heard me. Stay...in...town.”Phyl brought up Salome’s ex-husband, and now
Salome mentioned Phyl’s. “Manderson’s one of those clients I’m scheduled to see.”Phyllis spun
around, her body tense. A hissing curse escaped before Phyl could contain it. “When?”“Today at
four.” Salome watched Phyl’s jaw clench and unclench. “He needs me to augment the health
sectors in his flat. Shouldn’t take long. I could be back by seven. Eight at the latest.”Phyl stared at
her shoes. She sniffed a time or two, then raising her head said, “Sorry, it’ll have to wait.”Salome
stared at her cousin with dull eyes, unable to comprehend such a lack of compassion. Because
of his illness, Manderson needed all the help he could get. Suddenly overwhelmed by negative
energy, Salome couldn’t wait to get out of her uniform and under a cleansing shower. Then she
remembered she didn’t have keys to get in the house.“Feng shui can’t help him,” Phyl
remarked.Salome turned her back on Phyllis and holding up her skirt, began awkwardly picking
her way up the incline. Then, raising her right hand, she flicked her two middle fingers against
her thumb while concentrating on deflecting the negative energy that had been building all
around her.“And Salome,” Phyllis called out. “Don’t go sticking your nose where it doesn’t belong.
You could get yourself in more trouble.”The warning didn’t penetrate; slid off Salome like water
down a slab of polished marble. Focusing intently, she’d connected with something emanating
from the mansion, could almost see sharp spikes piercing the walls, hurled from a core in the
sub level. She dropped her hand; deflecting the energy had about as much effect as blowing into
a strong wind to turn it around. Beyond negative, this force was evil. And, she sensed, a long-
term tenant.But whatever evil prompted the killing of Palmer Fordham had a human hand
attached.She plopped down at the top of the garden, the gravel drive and assorted vehicles at
her back. While waiting for Ralph Blue, her thoughts drifted back to an evening in early
December, a night during which she may have been in the presence of the killer.Chapter 32nd
Tuesday, the previous DecemberAround 7 p.m., professionally attired and clutching her
briefcase, Salome rang the bell at Barbara Boatwright’s cliff-side house where Sea Horse Lane
met Bayview.A moment later, Barbara answered looking elegant in a beige silk hostess
ensemble of tunic and wide-legged pants accented with gold jewelry, her medium length blonde
hair neatly coiffed and colored to hide the gray.“Make yourself comfortable in the library,
Salome,” she said briskly. “It’ll be a few minutes before we start. I’ve still got things to do but you
should know some of the women.”In the two-story library, a number of the Women of Mystery
book club members had marked places on various chairs and sofas with jackets, handbags and
notebooks and were helping themselves to chocolate mocha cheesecake and a hot beverage.
The cheesecake, the size of a tire on a mid-size truck, attested to Barbara’s belief that all
nineteen members would show up for tonight’s soiree as did the restaurant-sized coffee urn
borrowed from Billie Ruth’s Bakery. Packaged teas, both herbal and black, filled a silver bowl.Not
wanting to mingle, Salome acknowledged various women with a nod then slipped upstairs. Just
off an alcove on the second floor, she climbed another set of stairs to the third and topmost floor
of Barbara’s house.She’d been in this room many times and always particularly liked it at night



which is why she’d come up to assemble her thoughts and more or less quiet herself before the
presentation Barbara had asked her to give.The curtains were hung in tight clusters of fine linen
allowing a spectacular three hundred sixty degree view of coastal mountains and sea. Beneath
the wraparound windows were fitted cabinets. Enough ambient light allowed her to move around
without bumping into anything.The large room was furnished with sun-faded futon couches
draped with woolen throws, assorted tables and reading lamps, portable electric heaters and
huge floor pillows. On the nearest coffee table were stacks of mysteries and books on Asian, pre-
Columbian and South American art. The Boatwrights owned World Wide Imports. Their stores
were scattered along the west coast and featured upscale decorative and household items from
South America and Asia.She was about to sit on one of the futon couches when she noticed the
telescope on a tripod in front of a ladder back chair. After setting her briefcase on the couch, she
went over for a look at the moon and stars. Nearby was an ashtray, a box of Barbara’s preferred
Sherman cigarettes and a gold lighter.Without disturbing the telescope’s position, she sat down
and put her eye against the cushioned cup. Almost immediately she jerked away, uttering a cry
of surprise. Then she looked again to confirm the sighting.Sure enough, the studio of local artist
Palmer Fordham appeared at what seemed to be arm’s length. A jumble of sketchpads and
artists’ paraphernalia cluttered the surface of a long table. Of greater interest though, was the
artist himself. Naked to the waist, he wore only a pair of low slung faded jeans that looked ready
to fall off. Thick, champagne colored hair brushed his shoulders as he stood at an easel
sketching with a piece of charcoal. She could even make out smudges on his flat torso where
he’d absently wiped his hand.She felt a chill, imagining Barbara sitting in this chair, puffing a
Sherman while watching Palmer’s every move.Of friends nearest her age, Barbara seemed the
least likely to succumb to any loopy expression of middle-age madness.“Damn it,
Salome!”Salome jumped out of the chair as if it had been electrified. Barbara punched a button
and the curtains automatically whooshed across the windows, shutting out the view.While the
mechanism hummed, she marched toward Salome, put the chair in a corner then tucked the
tripod and telescope in the cupboard beneath the window. “I don’t appreciate your snooping!”“I
thought I’d be seeing stars. In a sense, I suppose—”“Everyone’s here,” Barbara snapped.“Look, I
just came up to collect my thoughts.”“Well it’s time to present the collection.”In a flurry of beige
and gold, Barbara hurried down the stairs. In black, Salome trailed behind her.Though
somewhat unnerved by the encounter with Barbara, Salome calmed herself by silently chanting
a simple mantra—om ma ni pad me hum—in preparation for the presentation and stood in the
shadows waiting for Barbara’s introduction. Looking out at the assembled crowd, she noted a
light dusting of young faces among the majority of well-nourished females between forty and
seventy.Then Barbara began. “We’ve all derived pleasure from reading Gabriel Hoya’s wonderful
mysteries. And other than the author himself, who better to talk about his work than his former
researcher and wife of twenty years.”In the shadows, Salome stiffened. She didn’t mind
promoting Gabe’s books and had done so plenty of times but always casually. She’d agreed to
appear only if half the time would be spent on feng shui. Barbara had assured her the women



expected that exactly. The silent mantra picked up speed.“For those of you who don’t know our
speaker, she was born and raised right here in Holyrood. She’s bi-coastal now, spending half her
time in the Georgetown section of Washington, D.C., and the other half—the better half, I must
say—just a block away on Sea Horse Lane. If anyone knows where Gabriel Hoya buried the
bodies, she does.”Barbara spread her hands then, with a slight smirk on her face, glanced back
toward Salome. “So, ladies, I’m pleased to present tonight’s speaker, Gabriel Hoya’s ex-wife.”To
scattered applause, Salome stepped out, working her facial muscles into a smile, annoyed that
Barbara had not said a word about feng shui, and further, that Barbara hadn’t even introduced
her by name. Barbara might have been nervous but Salome wondered if this was some sort of
retribution for the discovery of the telescope’s point of interest.
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MariaA37, “The story kept me interested and the Feng Shui tips gave me reminders on good
Feng Shui. Having studied Feng Shui I found this book very enjoyable. The story kept me
interested and the Feng Shui tips gave me reminders on good Feng Shui, but you don't need to
know Feng Shui to enjoy the story.  I'm already reading Book 2.”

Florcali, “Very Detailed plot an end slight surprise. Good local mystery and explanation and
detail forFENG SHUI.  Easy read and not boring. Like the descriptionsOf the coast.”

The book by Denise Osborne has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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